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ABSTRACT

Our research can be divided into two categories, the first dealing with the

phenomenological treatment of two-body dollisions, and the second dealing with

symmetry-breaking  and more speculative topics such as charm.  In the first

category, we have analyzed spin-correlations in proton-proton elastic scat-

tering, made a model of inclusive interactions using triple-pomeron exchange,

+
calculated the cross section and polarization in the reaction pp +A d using

Regge exchange, estimated masses and widths of resonances by extrapolating

scattering amplitudes to their poles in the complex energy plane, and are now

undertaking a phase-shift analysis of pion-nucleon scattering at intermediate

energies. In the second category, we have obtained mass relations for charmed

hadrons using broken SU(4) and su(8) within the framework of the quark and

quark-diquark models, have undertaken a program of calculating meson masses in

the quark model using attractive 1/r plus linear confining potentials, and

+ 0
have calculated the A-A  mass difference in the quark model.

1 -
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This report describes the research work performed during the last year or

so, and which was supported by the ERDA, Contract No. AT(11-1) - 2009, Task B,

Below, we discuss in turn the various topics in which we have been actively

engaged.  These topics cover a wide range of subjects.  As usual, part of our

work has involved close collaboration throughout the year with the experimental

side (Task A) of this contract.  For example, we have helped in the analysis Of

their recent measurements of the depolarization parameter in proton-proton

elastic scattering at 3 and 6 GeV/c.  We have also actively participated in

regular discussions and helped in organizing a small workshop in May in order

to develop ideas concerning future experiments to be done by the group.  At the

same time, we have carried out several Regge calculations in elastic and inclu-

sive processes, and examined various aspects (such as mass relations and particle

spectra) in quark models which incorporate the new charm quantum number.

1.  A STUDY OF PROTON-PROTON SPIN CORRELATIONS (Hendry)

In the last year or so, a wealth of new data on the spin correlations for

proton-proton elastic scattering has become availdble.  While there is still

not enough data to allow a complete amplitude analysis, the recent experiments

are beginning to provide for the first time some detailed clues about some of

the individual amplitudes. It appears that spin interactions are surprisingly

important in the scattering process.

We have previously studied polarization measurements, made principally

by the I.U. experimental group (Task A) and done at the Argonne ZGS for lab

1momenta 5, 7 and 12 GeV/c.  As we showed, in terms of various Regge and geometric

models, the pronounced structure in the polarization as a function of t (the

square of the momentum transfer) provided valuable information about 45' the
single flip amplitude.  During the past year, the experimental group has
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measured2 the depolarization parameter Dnn as a function of t at 3 and 6 GeV/c.

Dnn is related to the helicity amplitudes by the formula

(1 - Dnn)dt = -EF  [ 1 1 -  312 + 142 + 4412},2k

and  is a direct way of telling  how much unnatural pa]ity exchanges contribute  to

the scattering.  We have continued our pp analysis to incorporate these results

on D With the double flip amplitudes  2 and 44 taken to 'be zero, D n mea-nn.

sures the difference between the two large nonflip amplitudes 41 .and 43' which

in almost all models are assumed to be equal for all t.

We have also determined the corresponding impact parameter distributions

41(b),    43(b)(one   has a slightly longer   tail   than the other ) , and compared   them

with the distribution obtained from ISR energies where a simple diffraction

picture is known to exist.

This work is part of an ongoing program whose final goal is of course to

determine all five amplitudes that describe pp elastic scattering.  We are at

present continuing this program by combining our results to date with the

latest extensive Argonne measurements3 of C  :
nn

dc    ir

CnndE = -62  [214512  +  R„(41 2"  -   3 4 ) 1

Since 41' 43 and 45 are already reasonably well determined, one can use C n to
estimate the double flip amplitudes   42'    44. This investigation  is in progress.

One thing that is immediately clear from the data alone, however, is that the

double flip amplitudes contribute much more strongly than expected (emphasizing

again how important spin interactions are in particle physics). We. expect to

extend these studies once other spin correlations are measured at Argonne with

the polarized beam facilities.
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2.  S-CHANNEL MODEL FOR ELASTIC AND.INCLUSIVE SCATTERING WITH THE BARE POMERON

INTERCEPT ABOVE ONE (Chu, with B. Desai, Shen, and R. Field)

The observation of a rising total cross section at FNAL and ISR has con-

tributed to many theoretical investigations regarding the nature of the Pomeron.

One of the most extensive frameworks within which the Pomeron has been discussed

4
recently is the Reggeon field theory . It is a t-channel picture where the

physical Pomeron is generated in terms of a bare Pomeron and the triple-Pomeron

coupling. In the weak coupling solution, the triple-Pomeron vertex vanishes at

t=0 and both the bare and the physical Pomeron at t=0 are dominated by simple

poles with unit intercept. In the strong coupling solution, the triple-coupling

does not vanish   and the bare Pomeron intercept is dbove   one.       Here the physical

Pomeron, obtained using the renormalization group and €-expansion techniques,

is now a cut giving the total cross section an s-dependence (tns) , N > 0, as

S 4 Co'

The triple Regge analysis of inclusive p +p i p+X reactions shows no

5
indication  of a vanishing triple coupling, G (t), at t=0.  This, plus thePpp

fact that the cross section rises at lapge s, favors the strong coupling solu-

tion.

The model we have developed is an s-channel model which is an extension of

the conventional absorptive picture. It is in most respects identical, at least

up to the presently available energies, to the Reggeon calculus results. In

our model, one starts with a bare Pomeron above one which is generated by the

multi-peripheral series due to non-Pomeron Regge exchanges.  The absorptive

corrections are provided by the contributions of the various intermediate

states produced by the exchange of the bare Pomeron and described pictorially

as follows:

-  )11'lf            (1)1
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where the thick lines include multiparticle states (fire balls) as well as

single particle states.  The remaining terms in the above series correspond

to repeated Pameron exchanges. In other words, one can consider the above

series as an expansion in the rapidity gap length.  The negative sign in front

of the second term is kept to indicate that the term contributes destructively

in the imaginary part to the first term.  If we use duality for the Pameron-

particle amplitude down to the elastic state, one can express the above

diagram as:

H - >-0-<
(2)

Again, the negative sign is meant to indicate a negative (absorptive) cut.

4
The above diagrams are identical to those in the Reggeon calculus .

In contrast to the t-channel picture of Reggeon calculus however, we have

explicitly included the s-channel threshold factors such that for a given value

of s only a finite number of terms will contribute.  This is accomplished in

6                       -(j-a )na
the standard manner by having the factor e 0   , where 6 = ·tn s, for the

production of n+1 fireballs. Thus the first two terms have the form

2

f   +     fg 2  ln(jAio)e-(j  o)A "0                         (3)
j
-00

C j db

where aQ is the bare Pomeron with intercept a (0) =1+ € greater than one, and

g(o) - G   (o).Ppp

We have already completed the triple Regge analysis of all available in-

clus ive p+p#p+X   data  with  a (0)    =1+ € .       We   find   that    good   fits    can   be

obtained  for  €  =  0.05 and, furthermore,   that the triple coupling  g  is very small.

Thus for presently available energy (including FNAL and ISR energy) it.may be

sufficient to use just the first two terms in (3).  We are in the process of
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analyzing the elastic and total cross section data where the only parameters

that remain free are the magnitude and the t-slope of the bare Pomeron's

at.residue function (i.e. f  and a, where f = f e   ). (We write the triple vertex

in an exponential form e and assume k = B.)1(tl+ t2)+ Ft

As s -0 - the strong cdupling results of the Reggeon calculus indicate that

the above perturbation-type expansion will eventually break down. However, at

presently available energies the following picture seems to emerge: .At low

energies, the rising Pomeron together with the falling secondary contributions

will maintain an essentially constant total cross section.  As the energy

reaches the high FNAL range the secondary contributions begin to disappear

revealing a rising ctot' the rise being maintained roughly as s  at ISR.  The

absorptive corrections are such that one would observe a dip at t w -1.4 (GeV/c)2

We also plan to investigate the validity of our duality assumption by

explicitly calculating the elastic contribution and comparing it with the

corresponding contribution obtained from the second term in (3).
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3. REGGE MODEL PREDICTION  FOR THE REACTION  pp   4   [d ( Lichtenberg,   with   R.   M.

Heinz7 and R. Shtokhamer)

8
We have completed  a Regge model calculation (begun last year) of the

differential cross section and proton polarization for the reaction pp -D ir d.

There are as yet no data for the polarization, but with the good polarized

proton targets now available at Argonne, the experiment is feasible to do.

Theoretically, this process is of interest since it is one of the few easily

accessible ones with pure I=* exchange in the u-channel. Our calculation is

9based  on the formalism  of  H. Lee  ,   but  we have generalized  the  form  of  the

Regge residues.  The reason for this is that in Lee's formalism, used in a

10previous calculation of Barger and Michael, the predicted polarization is

zero.  In our model, the polarization is in general non zero.  We considered                

all six helicity amplitudes, whereas Barger and Michael considered only two.

We restricted ourselves to the contributions from the N2 and N  Regge trajec-

tories, and found that the polarization has the characteristic feature of

vanishing at wrong-signature nonsense zeros of both trajectories.  This qual-

itative feature is independent of the details of the model, and lends itself well

to an experimental test.
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4. MASSES AND WIDTHS OF RESONANCES (Lichtedberg)

We have continued our program of finding the pole positions of scattering

amplitudes, and in interpreting the masses and widths of resonances in terms of

these pole positions.  Our principal reason is that the conventional mass and

width parameters of resonances, reported by many authors, are sensitive to the

details of the analysis.  The disagreements between different experimental

groups reported in the literature result at least as much from differences in

analysis as from experimental error and incompatibility of data.  A paper

showing how inconsistencies between experiments are reduced by the pole analysis

11 12has now been published. In addition, we have done a careful pole analysis

13of the K+p and A-p phase-shift solutions of Carter, Bugg and Carter. We obtained

++      0
the result that the mass and width of the 8 and A  states are given by

++. ++
M(8  ) = 1210.9 f 0.8 MeV, r(8  ) = 99.2 & 1.5 Mev

M( 80)       =   1210.9   &  1.4   Melr,    r( 80)       =   106.5    *  3.5   Mev

(The mass as here defined is the real part of the pole position and the width is

minus twice the imaginary part of the pole position.)  It is interesting that,

0      ++                                  0
within the errors, the 8  and 8 have the same mass, whereas the 8 width is

14
larger. This result is in agreement with that of Ball and Gdble, who used

a different method.

I t  is clearly important  to  have as accurate values as possible  for  the

masses and widths of resonances. For example, the values of the masses of

most of the members of the baryon decimet are now known just about well enough

.to test SU(3)- and SU(6)-breaking mass formulas.
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5.  A PHASE SHIFT ANALYSIS OF PION-NUCLEON SCATTERING UP TO 5 GeV/c (Hendry)

One of the best known success stories in high energy physics in recent

years has been in the area of baryon spectroscopy - experimental resonances

seem to fit in extremely well with the various levels predicted in simple con-

stituent quark models for the nucleon.  The major tool for discovering these

resonances has been the method of phase shift analysis, and phase shifts for quite

a few partial waves have been determined for the pion-nucleon system up to a

laboratory momentum of about   2.5 GeV/c. Clearly one would   like   to see whether

the agreement continues above this energy, or whether the model breaks down

for higher excitations.  Unfortunately however, the standard approach in which

6 and 1 for each partial wave and isospin are parametrized separately, becomes

too ·impractical at higher energies because of the large number of partial waves

that have to be included - at these energies, no one partial wave dominates;

instead, many partial waves contribute comparable amounts to the scattering

process.

During the past year, we have devised a new way of analyzing the data at

higher energies, based on ideas that have developed recently in our understanding

of hadron collisions.  In the scattering process, it appears that there are two·

main   contributions,    one   from the lower   ( core) partial waves, the other   from   the

peripheral   (1  x  kR,   with R about   1   Fermi ) partial waves. Our method   is   to

parametrize these two groups of partial waves separately, using smooth distri-

butions in impact parameter space (1 = kb) for the two groups, rather than

treating all the individual partial waves separately.  Smooth distributions in

b are of course typical of Regge amplitudes, so as we go up in energy, we are

also particularly interested in seeing how Regge behavior sets in as we pass

from the upper range of the strong resonance region to the Regge region.
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This project is a large one, but in view of the keen interest in spect-

roscopy, we believe it is an extremely worthwhile one.  We already have pre-

liminary fits at several energies, and hope to have the initial analysis com-

plete by the end of this year.  As one might expect, the main difficulty is

not at the higher energies (about 5 GeV/c), but at the lower energies (about 2

GeV/c) where one is emerging from the resonance region.  However, much of the

ambiguity in this region will be cleard up once the new extensive Rutherford

15
charge-exchange data (both differential cross sections and polarizations)

become available later this year. We intend to incorporate this data into our

final analysis.

6. SCALING IN INCLUSIVE REACTIONS (Lichtenberg)

16
Dao et al. have analyzed their experiments in inclusive and semi-inclusive

reactions in terms of a distribution function which scales in the longitudinal

and transverse momenta (when normalized by dividing these variables by their

average values). These authors were able to fit the experimental transverse

and longitudinal momentum distributions  cpi'  and 9 L  with the following simple

forms

FT   =   axT   exp(-bxT)

cPL  -  dexp( -exL-  .fbc )

where

xT = PT/<PT ' XL - PL/<PL 

and PT and PL are the transverse and longitudinal components of the mamenta of

the single-particle distributions.  Dao et al. took the six quantities a, b, c, d,

e, and f to be free parameters and adjusted them to dbtain a best fit to experi-
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ment. We have shown, however, that the definitions of the distributions and
17

of the average values of the momenta impose four constraints on the six para-

meters.  These constraints are (in the notation of Dao et al.)

b=c+1,a= bbE(b)

2

'/R(/T  +2 T) exp( F)erfc( )    =   1

d=e+2 f

It follows that Dao et al. have actually obtained a fit to their data in

terms of the new variables with only two independent parameters.  Thus, the

inclusive and semi-inclusive data examined by these authors appear remarkably

simple.

7. CHARMED HADRONS IN THE QUARK MODEL (Hendry and Lichtenberg)

18
The recent discovery of the J$ mesons has been interpreted by many people

( including  one  of  us 19) as indirect evidence   for the existence  of a fourth quark

with charm. Using a charmed quark model, we have· obtained formulas relating the

masses of hadrons with charm (not yet discovered) to the masses of uncharmed

20
hadrons.  We have done this within the framework of the broken SU(4) group

21
and also broken Su(8).

22
We dbtained particularly simple relations for the charmed vector mesons

D and F, namely

m'D -   (m + m.)P    9

mF -  (m(P + m$)

We believe that if charm exists, these formulas may hold rather well, because

they are analcgous to the formula

9ee = *(mp + m(P)
-- --                                                                                                                                                                      -...  ...                     -1-.....
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which experimentally is well satisfied (both left and right hand sides are 0.89

Gev).  Our formulas therefore predict the masses of the D and the F to be

mD = 1.94 GeV, m  = 2.06 GeV.

Formulas were also obtained involving the masses of charmed and uncharmed

baryons.  Neglecting electromagnetic mass splittings, there are six charmed

baryons of spin 3/2 in the same SU(4) multiplet as the 8(1231) and seven charmed

baryons of spin * in the same multiplet as the nucleon.  In order to obtain the

masses of the char·med baryons in these multiplets from our formulas, one needs

to know the mass of one charmed spin 3/2 baryon and the masses of two charmed

spin  *  baryons.

However, in the absence of this knowledge, one can nevertheless estimate

from the mass of the J$ meson that replacing a strange quark by a charmed

quark in a hadron increases the hadron mass by about 1 GeV. If so, then our

baryon mass formulas tell us that the masses of charmed baryons lie in the

range 2.2 to 5 GeV.

We have also considered the electromagnetic mass splittings of charmed

mesons, assuming that su(8) is a badly broken symmetry.  In this case one

cannot obtain equations relating the masses of charmed mesons in an isospin

multiplet, but only inequalities.
23

8.  QUARK-DIQUARK MODEL WITH CHARM (Lichtenberg)
1

24
According to the quark-diquark model  , baryons can be regarded as bound

states of a quark and a diquark.  This approximation to the quark model has two

advantages:  First, there is the advantage of calculational simplicity, as a

baryon is treated as a bound state of two particles rather than three.  Second,

in broken su(6) x 0(3) the model leads to a baryon spectrum which contains the

+ +
supermultiplets seen experimentally (56, L=0,2, ... and 70, L = 1-), while
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+
unobserved supermultiplets (such as 70, L = O and 2 ) are forbidden by the model.

Capps25 has suggested a scheme of broken color symmetry in which this model will

naturally arise.

We have applied the quark-diquark model to the problem of predicting the

26
masses of charmed baryons. The group SU(6) x 0(3) becomes generalized to

Su(8) x 0(3)·  The predictions for the charmed baryons of lowest mass turned

out not much different from the quark model predictions.  However, in the

quark-diquark model fewer supermultiplets are predicted to exist.

9.  HADRON SPECTROSCOPY IN THE QUARK MODEL (Lichtenberg with J. G. Wills)

The ideas of asymptotic freedom and infrared slavery in the framework of

nonabelian gauge theories suggest that quarks feel a 1/r interaction at small

distances and a confining linear potential at large distances.  These consider-

27
ations have been applied by several authors to the bound states of a charmed

quark and its antiquark (charmonium co).  We have applied a similar model to

the bound states of a strange quark and its antiquark (strangeonium kk).

Following the positronium analogy we have also included spin-orbit and spin-

spin interactions.

We have solved the Schrodinger equation numerically and obtained a number
I

of bound states which  can be interpreted as known mesons  (4, f, . . . ) .    We  have

also obtained predictions for the masses of several other mesons of this type

which have not yet been seen.  The predicted mesons of the strangeonium model

are expected to have relatively narrow widths (< 40 MeV) and to decay predom-

28
inantly into kaon-antikaon pairs (usually accompanied by additional pions).

We are continuing to work on this problem, extending our results to bound

states of nonstrange quarks.  We are also incorp6rating relativistic kinematics

into our model. This latter work has just begun.
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+ 0
10. A QUARK-MODEL CALCULATION OF THE K-A  MASS DIFFERENCE (Lichtenberg)

We have made the first (to our knawledge) quark-model calculation of the

+  0                                            27A - * mass difference. Using the gauge-theory idea that a pion is a bound

state of a quark-antiquark pair in an attractive 1/r potential, we have solved

the Schrodinger equation with relativistic kinematics.  The two free parameters

- the quark mass and coupling strength - were eliminated in terms of the mean

+
pion mass and root-mean-square radius.  The electromagnetic energy of the ir

0and ir were computed in perturbation theory, assuming the usual Coulomb and

magnetic interactions:9 Our result turned out to be relatively insensitive

to the mean pion mass.  In the approximation that this mass is set equal to

zero, we obtained the following particularly simple result

02 12
mf+ - mAO = 28

TI

where a is the fine-structure constant and a  is the root-mean-square pion'I[

radius. Putting  in  the best value   of  a    =   . 71  f.. 05 fermi   from the Dubna-UCLA

30
collaboration, we obtained the result

my[+   -  mAO   =   5.3   f   .4  Mev

campared to the experimental value 4.6 MeV.  The good agreement with experiment

can be considered as an additional piece of evidence in favor of the basic

gauge-theory picture.
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The three principal investigators are spending 10070 of their time

eleven weeks during the summer and 3070 of their time during the academic

year, on the research project.

A nutber of theoretical physicists from outside institutions have

made short-term visits of a day or two to Indiana University during the

year to discuss problems of interest to the principal investigators.  These

included

Dr. Henry Abarbanel, Fermilab

Dr. C. S. Kalman, Concordia U., Canada

Dr. S. P. Rosen, Purdue University

Dr. Geoffrey Fox, Cal Tech

Dr. Richard Weiner, Phillips U., Germany.

We also sponsored (together with the experimental group Task A) a two-

day symposiirm on proton polarization. Dr. Gordon Kane from the University of

Michigan and Dr. Francis Halzen from the University of Wisconsin participated

in this symposium, each giving an invited talk.
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